Bond behaviour at concrete-concrete interface with quantitative roughness tooth
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Abstract. The roughness of substrate concrete interfaces before new concrete placement has a major effect on the interface bond behaviour. However, there are challenges associated with the consistency of the final roughness interface prepared using conventional roughness preparation methods which influences the interface bond performance. In this study, five quantitative interface roughness textures with different roughness tooth angles, depths, and tooth distribution were created to ensure consistency of interface roughness and to evaluate the bond behaviour at a precast and new concrete interface using the splitting tensile test, slant shear test, and double-shear test. In addition, smooth interface specimens and two separate the pitting interface roughness were also utilized. Obtained results indicate that the quantitative roughness has a very limited effect on the interface tensile bond strength if no extra micro-roughness or bonding agent is added at the interface. The roughness method however causes enhanced shear bond strength at the interface. Increased tooth depth improved both the tensile and shear bond strength of the interfaces, while the tooth distribution mainly influenced the shear bond strength. Major failure modes of the test specimens include interface failure, splitting cracks, and sliding failure, and are influenced by the tooth depth and tooth distribution. Furthermore, the interface properties were obtained and presented while a comparison between the different testing methods, in terms of bond strength, was performed.
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1. Introduction

In a multi-phased civil engineering concrete construction, concrete-concrete connection interfaces exist between the parts cast at separate times. Be it a cast-in-place construction or a precast project, concrete-concrete interfaces exist in all medium or large-scale construction projects. The performance of these interfaces under loading is of primary concern to both structural and research engineers, as excellent interface bond behaviour is needed for adequate structural performance of the composite concrete member. As the performance of these interfaces are essential to the overall structural integrity, extensive research focus has been placed on the interface, with conclusions indicating that the interface is the weak link in the composite concrete structure (Hu et al. 2020, Zanotti et al. 2014, Magbool and Tayeh 2021). Since the interfaces cannot be completely avoided, several research attempts have been made to improve the interface behaviour, especially its bond strength in tension and shear.

To improve bonding behaviour of concrete connection interfaces, substrate concrete interface treatment using conventional methods such as sandblasting, shot-blasting, wire-brushing, chiselling, hand-scrubbing, chipping, and grooving are suggested (Julio et al. 2004). These treatment methods are however employed on already hardened concrete interfaces and therefore have varying effects on different substrate interfaces. During the treatment of these interfaces, factors such as the technician’s skills, applied pressure on the surface, operation time, and age of the concrete materials significantly affect the final prepared interface. Completely different surface roughness may result from same treatment method, and even a rougher surface may arise from a lower level surface treatment method than that from a higher level treatment technique (Santos and Júlio 2013). In addition, high impact energy roughness methods which produce rougher interfaces often create interface zones marred with high void ratios, stress concentrations and micro cracking (He et al. 2017). In order to eliminate the uncertainty and lack of consistency of the final produced interfaces roughness and to ensure ease of reproducibility on multiple interfaces, some quantitative roughness preparation methods have been proposed and the influence of the quantitative roughness on the interface behaviour evaluated (Diab et al. 2017, Hu et al. 2020, Sharma et al. 2021, Luo et al. 2021). Diab et al. (2017) performed slant shear tests on a new self-compacting concrete and old concrete utilizing grooves of depths and widths of 3 mm and 6 mm; and 6 mm and 3 mm, respectively. Other conventional treatment methods were used along with the grooved roughness. Bond strength
increase of 26% was however obtained when the 6mm groove height and 3 mm groove width was used compared to other treatment methods. Hu et al. (2020) also conducted slant shear tests on quantitative rectangular slant grooves when examining the effects of static and dynamic loading on a new and old concrete interface. The slant grooved surface roughness had very limited effect on the interface shear behaviour, as reported by the authors. According to them, this result could be attributed to the matching dimensions of the designed roughness width and spacing. Luo et al. (2021) in their study on the optimization of old-new concrete interface expanded on Hu et al. (2020)’s research. In the study, the authors utilized the slant rectangular grooves designed by the primary researchers to alter the failure pattern, enhance bonding ability and improve the new-to-old concrete interface mechanical interlock. The study results indicate that a lone rectangular groove of depth 9 mm and width 55 mm produced the maximum interface shear strength between their new and old concrete. The researchers however pointed that excessive width of the roughness tooth weakens the concrete interface.

The effects of the new concrete mechanical properties on the composite concrete interface bond strength are important parameters for proper the bond performance. Silfwerbrand et al. (2011) highlighted that the compressive strength of the new concrete material does not significantly influence the interface bond strength, and only the new material tensile strength is important as it affects crack development at the interface. In contrast, Diab et al. (2017), while examining the influence of new concrete strength on slant shear bond strength observed a significant bond strength increase when the new concrete strength increased from 25 MPa to 35 MPa. Rahal et al. (2016) conducted experimental investigation on push-off specimens to evaluate the shear bond strength of normal and high strength self-compacting concrete. The authors observed that increasing the self-compacting concrete strength led to an increase in the specimen’s maximum shear strength. Also, from Julio et al. (2006)’s study on interface adhesion between old and new concrete, increasing the new concrete strength resulted in an increase in the interface bond shear strength.

To comprehensively evaluate the bond performance at concrete interfaces, it is vital to determine concrete bonding under different stress states. Generally, tensile stress, shear stress and combined shear and compression stress state constitute the main stress conditions (Espeche and León 2011). Tensile stresses cause failure of the loading plane and split the specimen into two halves. The experimental tests under tensile stresses include direct tensile test, pull-off test, flexural test, and splitting test (Momayez et al. 2005). For shear stress states, test methods to evaluate interfaces under pure shear stresses include single shear test, double-shear test (push-out), direct shear test, bi-surface shear test, core drilling test, and bond-slip tests. Slant shear test is the main recognised test for concrete bonding interface subjected to combined shear and compression stresses and has been adopted by a several engineering design codes as a test method for evaluating the bond between concrete substrates and resinous repair materials.

As briefly presented previously, earlier studies indicate that adequate roughness of the substrate concrete interface can improve the bond behaviour at concrete-concrete interfaces, particularly the bond strength. The repeatability and consistency of the desired interface roughness (using conventional treatment methods) on multiple interfaces is however a challenge in practical Engineering (Aaleti and Sritharan 2019, Sharma et al. 2021). Efforts to address this problem birthed research into the use of quantitative roughness treatment methods. Quantitative roughness treatment also possesses extra advantage of greater control of the final surface roughness texture for improved interface bond behaviour. However, there are very limited use of this quantitative roughness in research especially for normal strength concrete interfaces. In addition, the design of quantitative roughness to ensure improved interface bond behaviour needs further study. Therefore, a comprehensive experimental program involving the splitting tensile test, the slant shear test and the double-shear test was designed, implemented and presented in this paper. The effects of roughness tooth depth and roughness tooth distribution on the interface bond strength received special attention. The interface properties such as friction and cohesion coefficient were obtained from the slant shear test results. Finally, the bond strength of the interfaces obtained using the different testing methods were compared and conclusions presented.

2. Experimental program

2.1 Specimen design

2.1.1 Splitting test specimen design

Based on general acceptability on its ability to determine the tensile bond strength between a substrate concrete and an added concrete layer, the splitting tension test was employed for use in this study. The split tensile test is an indirect tensile test method often employed to obtain the bond strength at concrete to concrete connection interfaces. The substrate and the repair specimen parts were each made of semi-cube dimensions of 150 mm×150 mm×75 mm and cast at different times (Fig. 1(a)). The interface roughness texture on the substrate concrete was made using pre-designed interface roughness textures, positioned at the midpoint of the concrete cube formwork before casting. A test matrix of eight (8) varying roughness textures was used to evaluate the effect of different interface roughness on the tensile bond strength of the old and new concrete interface. The interface bond strength obtained using this test method is calculated using Eq. (1)

\[ f_t = \frac{2P}{\pi A} \]  

(1)

where

- \( f_t \) is the splitting tensile strength (MPa)
- \( P \) is the failure load (N)
- \( A \) is the area of the interface (mm²)
The slant shear test is a popular and unique test method for the evaluation of the shear bond strength of an old and new concrete interface because of its ability to determine the bond strength of an interface subjected to combined compressive and shear stresses. This method has also been selected because of its sensitivity to interface roughness (Julio et al. 2004). In this method, the compressive stresses causes higher bond strength due to the increase in interface friction (Valikhani et al. 2020). The slant shear test is usually made with prismatic specimens of either cylindrical or square base. In this study, the slant test specimens were made of prismatic members with square base, with each composite member made of cross sectional area of 100 mm $\times$ 100 mm and 320 mm long (Fig. 1(b)). The mid-height of the composite specimen consists of the pre-designed interface roughness textures, placed at an angle of 60° to the horizontal axis. The normal compressive stresses and shear stress acting on the interface of the slant shear specimen are calculated using Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively

$$\sigma_n = \frac{P}{A} \sin^2 \alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\tau_n = 0.5 \frac{P}{A} \sin(2\alpha)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where

- $P$ is the maximum applied compressive load on the specimen (N)
- $A$ is the area of the slant bonding interface
- $\tau_n$ and $\sigma_n$ are the interfacial shear and normal bond stresses, respectively
- $\alpha$ is the interface angle.

Using the Mohr-Coulomb theory, a failure envelope is applied to obtain the interface bond cohesion parameters

$$\tau_n = c + \mu \sigma_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where

- $c$ is the cohesion strength (or the pure shear strength)
- $\mu$ is the friction coefficient

2.1.3 Double-shear test specimen design

The double-shear test specimen design was also made at the interface. Further details on the interface roughness preparation is presented in the roughness preparation section.

The interface bond shear strength obtained from the double-shear test is evaluated using

$$\tau = \frac{P}{2A}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where

- $\tau$ is the interface bond shear strength (MPa)
- $P$ is the shear load (N)
- $A$ is the area of the interface (mm$^2$)

2.2 Test specimen preparation

2.2.1 Concrete specimen preparation

For the splitting test specimens, the old concrete part was cast using the prepared plastic concrete cube with appropriate interface roughness template. The old concrete halves of the composite splitting test specimens were cast, demolded and air cured in the laboratory for 28 days. After, the cured specimens were cleaned and returned into the formwork for casting of the new concrete layer. In the casting project, water based releasing agent was used to ensure that the bond interface area was not contaminated with any oily substance. A standard vibrator was also used during casting to ensure concrete was well compacted and quality roughness interface was obtained. A typical specimen fabrication process for the splitting test specimen is presented in Fig. 2(a).

For the slant shear test specimens, a thin wooden plate was placed at the middle of each mold with designed inclination angle of 30°. This was done to ensure each mold can produce two concrete specimens with the designed slant shear test angle. The appropriate 3D printed interface template was positioned on the slant wooden plate and properly fixed before the old concrete half was cast and
cured in the laboratory. After, the air cured and cleaned specimen was re-positioned in the composite slant shear specimen wooden formwork after which the new concrete was added to the slant side and filled up to the end of the formwork and make the composite slant shear specimen. The complete casting process is described in Fig. 2(b). For each experiment group, three specimens were made and the appropriate interface template was poisoned at the midpoint of the composite specimen during casting.

For the double-shear test concrete specimens, a wooden frame was made for the specimen casting, where the sections of the old and new concrete parts were properly demarcated. The old concrete part was first cast in the prepared wooden frame (with appropriate interface texture template) and stored under the same temperature and relative humidity conditions in the laboratory yard. Demolded after 36 h, the specimens were wetted daily for 28 days and placed under a plastic polyethylene covering in the laboratory. After the 28 days of wetted curing, the toothed interfaces of the old concrete specimens were cleaned with a steel brush to remove any dust or dirt particles on the interface and finally wetted before the new concrete was added. The complete new-old-new composite concrete was further daily cured for 28 days. The complete specimen preparation process is shown in Fig. 2(c).

In total, sixty (60) composite specimens were cast, comprising of twenty-four (24) splitting test specimens, fifteen (15) slant shear test specimens, and twenty-one (21) double-shear test specimens. From the specimens, three (3) repeated specimens were used to study same parameter, and classified as a test group.

2.2.2 Interface roughness preparation
Several interface roughness preparation methods for concrete-concrete interfaces are available from existing research, such as sandblasting, water jetting, surface chipping, steel brushing, hydro-demolition and surface grooving. However, these methods produce inconsistencies in roughness preparation and quantification when same method is applied on different interfaces due to inability to perfectly reproduce the same interface treatment on different interfaces. Furthermore, these methods produce roughness interfaces subjected to error of judgement for its characterization. To prevent that in this research and to ensure consistency of interface roughness for the same category of test samples, quantitative roughness technique was used. Selected conventional interface treatment methods were also employed. In general, the roughness surfaces considered include smooth interfaces (left as cast and untreated), two separate surface chipping (using
Fig. 3 Split tensile test specimens with the different interface roughness of the old concrete (a) Smooth (b) Pit-N4 (c) Pit-N6 (d) A-R28%P (e) B-R78%P (f) C-R68%P (g) D-R35%P (h) E-R78%P
pneumatic hammer) patterns and five different pre-designed quantitative interface roughness, as shown in Fig. 8. The pit interfaces were restricted to only two patterns as creating higher number of pits at the interface lead to undesired visible damage to the old concrete part. The different pre-designed template patterns were selected to replicate typical pit interfaces made using a pneumatic hammer, as observed during practical interface treatment. The degree of the interface roughness in each case was controlled by the tooth angle, tooth depth and the percentage tooth distribution. A tooth angle of 35° to the horizontal was used as it provides the maximum shear behaviour when designing a triangular roughness interface at the interface (Al-fasih et al. 2021). The tooth depths were controlled by desired depth of pit interface penetration varying between 5 mm and 15 mm of the roughness tooth. The roughness surface templates were named according to the tooth angle, tooth depth and tooth distribution sequence. Schematic details and pictures of the different surface textures used for the concrete interface roughness in the tests are shown in Fig. 3.

The specimen naming format assumes a simple method, with the pit interfaces named as Pit-N (n), where n refers to the number of the pit. For the quantitative roughness, the format A-R%P is adopted. Typically, A indicates the first roughness group and all other roughness groups follow the general alphabetical order. R refers to roughness, while the percentage value is the percentage of the interface occupied by the roughness pit, P.

### 2.3 Studied parameters

For the splitting tests, all the interface texture categories were studied for their effect on the tensile bond strength at the old-new concrete interface. For the slant shear specimens, only the smooth and interface textures A, B, C and D were studied because the pit interfaces failed prematurely during the roughness interface penetration. For the double-shear test specimens, all quantitative interface textures were studied including the pitted interfaces except the smooth interface specimens, as the smooth specimens experienced premature failure during the testing process. This is attributed to the presence of some initial cracks along the smooth interface observed before testing.

#### 2.4 Materials and mix ratios

The old and new concrete were made of Normal strength concrete with mix proportions as presented in Table 1. The coarse aggregates used were crushed stones with a maximum particle size of 25 mm, washed and sun-dried to remove any impurities. Fine aggregates of particle size between 2 mm and 4 mm were obtained from natural river, sieved and sun dried for use in the concrete making. The cement used was an ordinary Portland cement of 42.5 grades (P.II 42.5) with Blaine fineness of 375 m²/kg. With the appropriate volume of the tap water (based on the mix ratio), the concrete mixture was prepared in an electric concrete mixer. Six standard cubic specimens of size 150 mm were used to confirm the respective concrete compressive strengths after 28 days of curing. The designed concrete strengths for the old and new concrete were 30 MPa and 35 MPa, respectively.

#### 2.5 Test set-up and loading

The experimental setup for the splitting tensile test, slant shear tests and the double-shear test are presented in Fig. 4. For the splitting tensile test (Fig. 4(a)), a compressive loading was applied on the composite specimen through the system shown in the figure, and at a loading rate of 0.05 MPa/s. The peak load (P) and failure mode from the test were recorded. Using Eq. (1), the bond splitting tensile strength was obtained. The slant shear test specimens were also subjected to a compressive loading, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The compressive loading was supplied from a universal testing machine, at a regulated loading rate of 0.5 kN/s. This loading pattern subjected the inclined interface to combined normal and shear stresses. The peak load and specimen failure mode were recorded. For the double-shear test, test formation similar to a four-point loading system was utilised as shown in Fig. 4(c). The composite specimen was loaded at a rate of 0.5 kN/sec, and readings measured by the attached load cell. The specimens were tested under load-control, and the experimental data was recorded every second.
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Splitting test

3.1.1 Failure behaviour
The primary failure pattern for the splitting tensile specimens is interface failure. This refers to failure pattern where the composite specimen failed at the interface between the old and new concrete parts, with almost no failure of the bulk concrete part. However, few specimens showed combination of interface failure and partial failure in the old concrete. For specimens where this combined failure behaviour was observed, the old concrete parts stuck to the ridges of the roughness tooth in the new concrete part. Typical specimen failure behaviours for the different categories of specimens tested in the experiment are presented in Fig. 5. The overall failure behaviour indicates that the bond at the old and new concrete interface is very small.

3.1.2 Tensile splitting strength
The splitting tensile bond strength estimated from the experimental results using Eq. (1) is presented in Table 2, alongside the obtained coefficient of variation (COV) for each roughness texture considered. For the smooth interface specimens, an average splitting tensile strength of 1.48 MPa was obtained at the interface, with a COV of 2.46%. The low COV value for the smooth interface specimens confirms the consistency of the test results on the specimens.
Table 2 Summary of splitting test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Tensile strength</th>
<th>Failure mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Interface failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit-N4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Interface failure and little old concrete failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit-N6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Interface failure and little old concrete failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-R28%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Interface failure and partial old concrete failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-R78%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Interface failure and partial old concrete failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-R68%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Interface failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-R35%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Interface failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-R78%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Interface failure and partial old concrete failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the interfaces with pit roughness, average tensile bond strength values of 1.33 MPa and 1.27 MPa were obtained on the 4-pit and 6-pit interfaces, respectively. Noticeably, these results are lesser than the smooth interface specimens’ results and suggests that pit interface roughness only causes damage to the old and new concrete interface and is not suitable for making interface roughness expected to enhance interface bond strength. In addition, the result of the 4-pit interface is considerably higher than that for the 6-pit interface, which further emphasize that the more the pit, the more the damage to the interface and the bond strength of the interface is further reduced. Large COV was however obtained for the pit interfaces and this is due to the small stress values obtained during the initial trails of the test. In alignment with the ASTM Protocol (Hussein et al. 2016), the small stress values were omitted from calculating the average tensile bond strength of the old and new concrete interface, and only consistent test values were considered.

For the quantitatively roughened interface, the interfaces’ average tensile bond strength values varied between 1.05 MPa and 1.52 MPa, with coefficient of variation between 0.6 and 7.88%. Generally, this result suggests that the quantitative roughness of the interface without interface bonding agent, has no significant effect on the interface tensile bonding strength. From the results, the highest tensile bond strength was obtained for specimen E-R78%P, with the largest roughness tooth depth. This suggest that despite the lack of significant improvement in the interface tensile bond strength, increasing the tooth depth can enhance the bond strength. The least tensile bond strength was however obtained for specimen D-R35%P. Typically, this specimen contains interface with lower tooth roughness depth and a full interface roughness. It can be assumed from this result that low roughness tooth depth and lack of interface bonding agent renders the quantitative roughness incapable of enhancing interface tensile bond strength, and should not be encouraged in old and new concrete bond enhancement considerations. Further, specimen A-R28%P produced a higher average tensile bond strength of the interface compared to specimen B-R78%P, which only differed by the tooth distribution, while other roughness interface quantitative parameters remained same.

This observation suggests that the tensile bond strength of the interface reduces with increase in the number of the roughness tooth. However, same conclusion cannot be said for the comparison between specimens C-R68%P and D-R35%P whose interface roughness texture also only differ by the tooth distribution. Specimen C-R68%P (with full interface roughness) produced an average tensile strength of 1.38 MPa which is higher than the tensile bond strength value of 1.05 MPa obtained from specimen D-R35%P (with scattered interface roughness tooth). This result can be attributed to the effect of the roughness depth in improving the interface tensile bond strength of the fully rough interface. Therefore, further works can be focused on the splitting test specimens with larger roughness tooth distribution variation.

In general, the use of the quantitatively controlled interface did not appear to significantly influence the interface tensile bond strength. This is because the quantitative roughness was prepared with smooth interface formworks and no extra treatment was done on the formed toothed interface to further improve the roughness. It is therefore advised that in cases where quantitative roughness tooth is to be used for interface roughness formation, either extra roughness on the formed teeth should be made or the use of interface bonding agents should be considered alongside the toothed interface, for improved interface tensile bond strength.

3.2 Slant shear test

3.2.1 Failure behaviour

The failure behaviour of the slant shear test specimens was dominated by a combination of splitting cracks in the old concrete and little sliding failure along the old-new concrete interface. The dominance of the splitting cracks and sliding failure varied with the roughness tooth depth, as observed from the failure mode during the experiment. Splitting cracks at the interface refers to cracks that initiated at the ends of the old-new concrete interface and propagated into the old concrete (Aaleti and Sritharan 2019). The formation of these cracks indicates that the shear resistance at the interface between the old and new concrete is greater than the stress required to cause the splitting failure in the old concrete. This however suggests an improved interface bond performance due to the interface roughness (Feng et al. 2020). Sliding failure, on the other hand, refers to slip along the interface between the old and new concrete without any significant damage to the old concrete. This failure indicates a weak interface bond performance, and that the interfacial bond strength is weaker than the old concrete strength.

Generally, specimens with lower interface roughness depth experienced more interface sliding after initial formation of the splitting cracks in the old concrete. This suggests that the depth of penetration of the roughness tooth significantly affect the test failure behaviour of quantitatively roughened specimens. However, specimens with greater interface roughness tooth showed a significant presence of the splitting cracks, indicating that the failure occurred in the old concrete, rather than at the old-new concrete interface. In these kinds of specimens, some old
Table 3 Summary of slant-shear test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average Interface bond strength</th>
<th>Failure mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-R28%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-R78%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-R68%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-R35%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

concrete parts were remained between the ridges in the new concrete parts formed by the designed roughness tooth. This indicates that the overall interface behaviour is governed by the old concrete strength, and the interface shear strength can be predicted from the old concrete strength. For the different percentages of the roughness tooth textures utilized in this study, no much differences can be observed other than the broad classification of the interface failure as either splitting failure or the sliding failure. However, all the specimens examined showed a combination of the two failure patterns. A complete failure behaviour of all the tested specimens is shown in Fig 6.

3.2.2 Slant shear strength

Using the peak load obtained from the experiment, the interface normal bond stress and the interface shear bond stress calculated using Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively; and the coefficient of variation of the slant bond strength are presented in Table 3. Generally, the interface shear strength varied with increase in the interface roughness. As expected, the average interface slant shear strength obtained for the smooth interface specimens was significantly lower than those obtained for the quantitatively roughened interface specimens. For the smooth interface specimens, an average shear strength of 1.99 MPa was obtained with a coefficient of variation (COV) of 15.4%. The large COV is due to small stress obtained during the initial test trial. In calculating the average interface slant shear strength, the small stress value has been omitted.

For the varied percentage composition of roughness tooth, measured interface slant shear bond strength varied between 2.67 MPa and 2.89 MPa. This represents a 45.2% increase from the smooth specimens and show the influence of the quantitative roughness tooth on the interface shear strength. The interface slant shear strength is highest for specimen A-R28%P, and is 2.89 MPa, while the least interface shear strength was obtained for specimen C-R68%P and is 2.67 MPa. Noticeably the highest shear strength was obtained for the interface with higher tooth depth, compared to the specimen C-R68%P which had higher percentage roughness tooth distribution. This suggests that increased roughness tooth depth contributes more to the interface shear strength than the interface tooth distribution. Therefore, it can be concluded from the slant shear test result that improved interface roughness depth facilitates increased interface shear strength.

3.2.3 Interface cohesion and friction parameter

Beyond showing the failure behaviour and providing the shear strength of the interface, the slant shear testing method provides information about the interfacial properties (Hu et al. 2020, Zhang et al. 2020). The relationship between the interface shear bond strength and the interface normal bond strength obtained from the experimental data
Fig. 7 Interfacial shear stress-normal stress interaction points at failure and linear fitting

is given in Fig. 7. From the figure, a linear relationship exists between the interfacial shear stress and the normal compressive stress. Based on the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, the equation of the trend line provides information about the interface friction and cohesion. From the equation, the friction coefficient of the interface is obtained, a value of 1.42, with a cohesion parameter of 0.50. This result indicates that the adhesion property at the old-new concrete used in this study is very little and much higher new concrete material should be utilized if improved interface adhesion is desired.

Typically, the cohesion and friction parameters of Normal Strength Concrete connection is given by Engineering design codes, such as the Eurocode 2, considering various substrate roughness. The roughness of the interfaces is categorized as very smooth, smooth, rough and indented, with cohesion and friction coefficients of 0.025 and 0.5, 0.2 and 0.6, 0.4 and 0.7; and 0.5 and 0.9, respectively (Santos and Júlio 2013). In comparison with the code provisions, the cohesion coefficient obtained in this study aligns with the indented roughness category in the code. Typically, the quantitative roughness tooth is similar to indented roughness category of the code, but with different tooth geometrical parameters and tooth distribution. The friction coefficient of the old and new concrete in this study is however greater than that provided by the code for the indented category. This can be attributed to the greater control of the roughness tooth geometry and establishes the difference between this research and already existing results in the code. In addition, the roughness tooth geometry and distribution in this study ensures greater friction transfer at the interface and therefore provide improved interface bond strength and shear capacity.

3.3 Double-shear test

3.3.1 Failure behaviour

The double-shear test specimens showed interface shear failure for all the specimens tested. The failure of the interfaces was similar to that observed for the splitting tensile test. Cracks initiated at the lower interface area at small amount of the applied vertical loading. With slightly increased loading, the shear cracks propagated rapidly along the interface and caused the complete failure of the interfaces, as well as a total separation between the old and new concrete parts.

For the pit interfaces, rapid failure behaviour was observed and the pit holes experienced a separation between the old and new concrete parts with no significant damage to the new concrete dents made in the pit of the old concrete. This shows that the smooth part of the pit interfaces controlled the interface failure behaviour and indicates a weak adhesion at the pitted interface. For interfaces with quantitatively defined roughness tooth, separation along the tooth interface was also noticed while specimens with greater tooth depth showed some old concrete damage alongside the interface failure. This indicates a slightly improved adhesion for the quantitatively roughened interfaces with deeper roughness tooth.

3.3.2 Interface shear strength

For the double-shear tests, load-slip curves for all three repeated specimens were obtained and the interface shear strength evaluated using Eq. (4). The experimental curves are presented in Fig. 8, and the interface shear strength alongside the result’s coefficient of variations are detailed in Table 4. In general, the behaviour of the load-slip curves for all the roughness categories is approximately linear until sudden failure of the interface. The interface shear strength however slightly varies with the roughness of the interface. For the smooth interface specimens, no useful data was obtained for the interface shear strength, as the specimens either failed before testing or had pre-crack at the interface which significantly influenced the interface shear strength. For the pit interfaces, average interface shear strength values of 0.98 MPa and 1.55 MPa were obtained for specimens Pit-N4 and Pit-N6, respectively, with a coefficient of variation of 2.54% and 0.94%. This low coefficient of variation indicates the consistency of the test results. Noticeably, the shear strength of the Pit-N6 specimen is greater than the specimen Pit-N4, which suggests an improved shear behaviour with increase in the interface pit roughness. This is however contrary to the interface tensile bond behaviour observed during the splitting testing, where the tensile bond test of the Pit-N4 was observed to be greater than the Pit-N6 specimen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>τ</th>
<th>COV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit-N4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit-N6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-R28%P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-R78%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-R68%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>10.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-R35%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-R78%P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Summary of double-shear test
Bond behaviour at concrete-concrete interface with quantitative roughness tooth.

Fig. 8 Load-slip curves of double-shear tests.
Table 5 Comparative analysis of different bond strength test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Splitting test</th>
<th>Slant shear</th>
<th>Double-shear test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit-N4</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit-N6</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-R28%P</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-R78%P</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-R68%P</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-R35%P</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-R78%P</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the percentage roughened interface, the interface shear strength values varied between 2.34 MPa and 3.11 MPa. With a coefficient of variation (COV) between 1.04% and 10.71%, the obtained results can still be considered as consistent. From the results of the specimen E-R35%P, with the deepest tooth texture gave the highest interface shear strength and again validates the claim that increased tooth depth improves the interface shear capacity. The least interface shear capacity was however obtained for specimen B-R78%P. Typically, the specimen’s interface has uniform roughness teeth with same tooth angles and tooth depths. For specimens A-R28%P and B-R78%P which have same tooth angles and tooth depth but with different tooth distribution, results indicate that numbered roughness tooth produce better results than a fully rough interface for the quantitatively roughened interface. Similarly, comparing specimen C-R68%P and D-R35%P, the result showed that specimen D-R35%P, which had numbered distribution of the roughness tooth produced higher result than the fully roughened specimen C-R68%P. This observation indicates that proper distribution of the roughness tooth at the interface is vital for improved interface shear capacity. From the results, lesser number of interface roughness tooth produce better interface shear capacity than higher number of interface roughness tooth and is in agreement with the conclusion of Alcalde et al. (2013).

3.4 Comparative analysis of testing methods

The interface bond strength between the old and new concrete is influenced by the testing method employed, and the strength values can vary by up to eight (Momayez et al. 2005). A comprehensive comparative analysis of the test results obtained from the splitting tensile test, slant shear test, and the double-shear tests in this study was conducted and values presented in Table 5. For the tensile tests, the tensile bond strength was considered, while the interface shear strength was considered for the double-shear test. For the slant shear test, the pure interface shear strength obtained from the total interface bond strength was considered. From the results, it can be seen that the slant shear tests resulted in the highest bond strengths for all the specimens. This is due of the influence of friction forces at the interface and the high mechanical interlock facilitated by the compressive stresses at the interface (Momayez et al. 2005, Zhang et al. 2020).

Fig. 9 Effects of interface roughness on the interfacial bond strength

The splitting tensile test results produced the least values for the interface bond strength for most of the tested specimens, much lower than the values of the double-shear test and the slant shear test. This is expected as the testing method evaluates the interface bond strength under tensile stress alone. However, the interface pure shear strengths obtained from the slant shear test is very close to the interface shear strength values obtained from the double-shear test method. This observation validates the bond strength of the interface under shear stresses. The results from this research indicates that the slant shear test can be used to obtain the interface pure shear strength when appropriate deduction of the effect of the normal stresses on the interface has been considered.

Furthermore, the coefficient of variation (COV) of the test results obtained for all the old-new concrete interface testing methods employed in this research varied between 0.94% and 16.9%, with an average of 8.92%. The COV data from the tables however shows most of the test results occurred with less than 8.0% variation with only few specimens above 10.0% variation. The COV of the bond strengths at the old and new concrete interface is similar to the COV obtained by other researchers on bond performance such as Momayez et al. (2005), Zhang et al. (2020), Muñoz et al. (2014), Hussein et al. (2016), and Tayeh et al. (2012). In general, the COV obtained in this study indicates the consistency and reliability of the test results.

3.5 Effect of roughness tooth depth, and tooth distribution

The surface roughness of the substrate concrete plays important role on the interface bond behaviour (Santos et al. 2007, Julio et al. 2004, He et al. 2017). The interface bond strength obtained from the three testing methods considering the different interface treatment categories is graphically presented in Fig. 9. From the figure, the
sensitivity of the interface bond strength from the different testing methods to the roughness of the interface is clear, especially interfaces with greater depth of the roughness tooth and those with controlled tooth distribution. Typically, from the splitting test and the double-shear tests, interface E (specimen E-R78%P) with the greatest tooth depth provided the highest interface bond strength. This occurrence can be attributed to the increased mechanical interlocking with greater tooth depth and is supported by the ACI design code and Momayez et al. (2005). Furthermore, the results show that the desired increase in interface bond strength with the quantitatively created roughness cannot be achieved with small roughness tooth depth, as the interface behaviour is similar to that of smooth interfaces especially when no extra interface treatment is employed nor a bonding agent utilized alongside the quantitative roughness method. The effect of the roughness tooth distribution on the tensile and shear bond strengths of the interfaces vary, as obtained from the test results. For the tensile tests, the numbered/controlled roughness tooth distribution with greater tooth depth showed improved bond behaviour compared to the full roughness with similar depth. However, smaller tooth depth with controlled tooth distribution indicated lesser bond behaviour compared to the full roughness interface. This negative effect can be attributed to the depth of the interface and the weak interface adhesion, as failure occurred quite rapidly. However, the slant shear test and the double-shear test results indicate that the controlled roughness tooth with greater or smaller tooth depth provides improved interface bond strength compared to the full interface roughness. It is generally agreed that the rougher the interface, the greater the interface bond strength. However, for quantitatively controlled toothed interfaces with no adhesive material at the interface, the bond strength of the controlled/numbered key is greater than the bond strength of the full roughness interface. This is synonymous to Zhou et al. (2005)’s conclusion that the shear capacity of keys in single keyed joint is always greater than that of multiple-keyed joints.

In conclusion, the quantitative roughness method can produce improved and consistent interface roughness and bond strength when designed and optimized using higher roughness tooth depth and numbered/controlled tooth distribution for the old concrete interface.

3.6 Bond-slip constitutive model for concrete to concrete interface

Table 6 Bond-slip model parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>(\tau_{\text{max}})</th>
<th>(s_{r,\text{max}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pit-N4</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit-N6</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-R28%P</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-R78%P</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-R68%P</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-R35%P</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-R78%P</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, from the experimental results, a near-linear relationship occurs between the interface bond strength and the vertical slip till failure. A typical bond-slip model of the interfaces is presented in Fig. 10, and the characteristic bond-slip parameters for all the roughness surface is presented in Table 6. To accurately describe the bond-slip characteristics of the interface, the mathematical expression presented below was used

\[
\tau = \tau_{\text{max}} \left(\frac{s}{s_{r,\text{max}}}\right) \quad 0 \leq s \leq s_{r,\text{max}}
\]  

where

- \(A\) is a constant that varies based on the curve stiffness
- \(b\) is the exponential coefficient
- \(\tau\) is the interface bond stress
- \(\tau_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum bond stress
- \(s\) is the interface slip
- \(s_{r,\text{max}}\) is the slip at maximum bond stress

4. Conclusions

The bond behaviour of concrete-concrete interface with quantitative roughness tooth was evaluated in this study. The effects of the roughness tooth texture, mainly the tooth depth, and tooth distribution on the interface bond strength was tested by the splitting tensile test, slant shear test and the double-shear test. The experimental results including the failure modes, interface tensile and shear bond strengths, load-deformation curves for the double-shear tests, interface friction and cohesion coefficients were presented and discussed. Based on the study findings, the followings conclusions are drawn

1. In the splitting tensile test, the quantitative roughness tooth has little or no influence on the interface tensile bond strength. However, increased roughness tooth depth slightly improved the interface bond strength, while the tooth distribution showed no major advantage
for the tensile test. These results indicate that plain quantitative roughness tooth without additional interface micro-roughness or bonding agent has very limited influence on the interface tensile strength.

2. For both the slant shear test and the double-shear test, the quantitative roughness tooth considerably improved the interface shear bond strength. The quantitative roughness increased the interface slant shear pure strength by an average of 45.2% when compared to the smooth interface. The roughness tooth depth further enhanced the interface shear bond strength as the roughness texture with the maximum depth produced the highest recorded interface shear strength among the quantitative roughened interfaces (2.89 MPa). The tooth distribution result indicates that the interface shear bond strength reduces with an increase in the number of roughness tooth at the interface.

3. Interface pit roughness reduces the bond strength and largely affects the interface bond behaviour. Pitting, using hammer, introduces damage into the interface zone and the more the pitting, the more the interface damage. This confirms reported conclusions of the negative effects of pitting roughness, especially for concrete materials with low mechanical strengths.

4. The obtained interface cohesion parameter agrees with the Eurocode 2 provision for that of a smooth interface. However, the interface friction was enhanced by the quantitative roughness tooth. Typically, and from the experimental results, cohesion and friction coefficients of 0.5 and 1.42, respective values were obtained.

5. Specimen failure behaviour shows that interface failure dominated the splitting test while a combination of splitting cracks in the old concrete parts and interface sliding failure dominated the slant shear test results. The double-shear test failure behaviour coincides with that of the splitting tests mostly.

6. While the interface shear strength varies with the testing method utilized, the pure shear strength obtained from the slant shear test method and the interface shear strength from the double-shear test showed good agreement.
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